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Archeologist To Receive Degree
At Spring Convocation
Dr. Louis S. B. Leakey, world-renowned
archeologist and author will receive an honorary degree at the Spring Convocation of
the University of Guelph. Dr. Leakey is
Director of the Centre for Prehistory and
Palaeontology in Kenya, Nairobi, Africa.
Dr. Leakey, who has spent some 40
years on excavations in East Africa, will be
granted a Doctor of Laws degree in recognition of his career at the May 22 afternoon
convocation.
He will also give the Convocation address
to the students who will be receiving their
B.Sc. General, B.Sc. Honors, M.Sc., and
Ph.D. degrees.
Dr. Leakey's enthusiasm, dynamic personality and knack for discovering crucial
fossil finds have aroused tremendous interest inside and outside professional circles.
He has found many of the most important
human and near-human fossil remains and
has contributed a wealth of information on
the origins of "man", and it is for this
important contribution that he is being
honoured.
Did man descend from the apes or did
they both descend from a common ancestor?
At what point in time in world prehistory
can we point to the first true man? These
are the questions that Dr. Leakey has been
trying to answer.
While his major contribution has been in
the field of human paleontology, Dr. Leakey
has also made important archaeological finds
of the cultural remains of stone-age man in

Africa, and finds in prehistoric animals.
Born in Kabete, Kenya, Dr. Leakey is
the son of Canon Harry Leakey, a British
missionary sent by the Church Missionary
Society, and Mary Leakey. He was initiated
into the Kikuyu tribe at the age of 13, and
became fluent in both English and Kikuyu
languages.
Dr. Leakey was married in 1928 to H.
Wilfreda Avern and had a son and a daughter
by this marriage. lie remarried to Mary
Douglas Nicol and had three sons, who have
followed in their father's tradition of exploring the unknown: Jonathan is a Herpetologist, Richard is an organizer of safaris
for nature lovers and Philip is an expert on
African orchids. Mrs. Leakey even gets into
the act from time to time, such as when she
discovered Zinjanthropus — unearthed bits
of manlike skeleton that differed from any
seen before.
Dr. Leakey received his M.A. and Ph.D.
degrees in archeology from Cambridge University, and during his long career has been
affiliated with numerous universities and
institutions all over the world. For example,
he was a member of the British Museum
East African expedition to Tanganyika, 1924;
leader of East African archeological research
expeditions for four years and officer in
charge of special branch of C.I.D., Nairobi.
As a result of his field work Dr. Leakey has
published numerous articles and books, and
has received honorary degrees, awards and
memberships from around the world.

Probing the mysteries of Africa — past
and present — absorbs Mary and Louis S.
B. Leakey. Here Dr. Leakey displays the
broken molar of a dinotherium and, on his
hat, a million-year-old elephant tooth discovered in Olduvai. National Geographic
Society photo.

Public Lectures
Dr. Leakey will arrive on campus a few
days prior to Convocation to give two illustrated lectures for the general public. The
lectures will be held in War Memorial Hall
on May 20 and 21st, starting at 8 p.m.
The first lecture, to be chaired by President W. C. Winegard, will be on "The
modern approach to the study of man's
origin." The second lecture, chaired by Prof.
J. A. McIntyre, will be concerned with the
evidence of the evolution of man in the
continent of Africa.

Zoology Department Studies Rainbow Trout Biology
When the trout season opens on April 26,
fishermen will be taking rainbow trout which
have been under close scrutiny for the past
II years of researchers at the University of
Guelph.
Research on the rainbow trout was initiated by Dr. Hugh MacCrimmon, Professor of
Zoology at the University, in 1958 as part of
of the fisheries and aquatic sciences program
being developed in the Department of Zoology.
Presently leading the rainbow trout studies
is Douglas Dodge, a Ph.D. student and one
of some 20 graduate students tackling var-

ious aspects of fisheries and aquatic environmental research at Guelph.
The ultimate objective of the rainbow trout
research is to completely describe the biology
of the species and provide information which
Government conservation agencies can use
in the future management of the species.
While most of the field study is
being undertaken in Canadian waters of the Great Lakes,
the results are of world-wide interest.
Rainbow trout, native only to the west
coast of North America was first introduced
into the Great Lakes late in the 19th century
under the auspices of Canadian and U.S.

governmental agencies.
"It is an introduction which has been successful in establishing a self-sustaining population in the Great Lakes and one which
provides a major sport fishery", says Dr.
MacCrimmon.
The rainbow trout in the Great Lakes
basin is best caught in the autumn and partrcularly the spring months in streams or
along the lakeshore. It is a migratory fish
which occasionally grows to as much as 20
pounds. It spawns in streams where the
Continued on page two
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Rainbow — continued from page one

Sharp Increase In Spring Enrolment
The spring semester at the University of
Guelph is now underway with some 1850
undergraduate students registered, an increase of 30 per cent over last spring's enrolment.
Of those enrolling, some 1140 are in-course
students, 410 are freshmen, and approximately 300 are part-time students, a two fold increase over last year. In addition, there are
some 400 graduate students on campus,
bringing the total student population to
2250.
A special enrolment orientation program
for the freshmen students began Thursday
morning and continued through Sunday. At
noon Thursday, the "frosh" met with senior students and faculty members to discuss
any questions relating to the academic programs of the university.
Later that evening, the students were
formally welcomed by University President
W. C. Winegard and Students' Union Council

President, John Flegg.
"The University is a complex institution,"
said Dr. Winegard, "it is a place where much
is possible, it is a fairly free place and I
think we can keep it that way."
"The University is a place to learn, a
place to grow, and the few rules that we
have are intended to maintain the learning
atmosphere which must be characteristic of
the University."
The President further urged the freshmen
to get involved in student government, senate and curriculum committees. He stressed
the necessity for student response to professors and outlined the openness of the University which expects students to meet and
talk freely with all members of the faculty.
"Above all," Dr. Winegard concluded, "do
your share to maintain the learning atmosphere and you will share in making this University a place that we will all be proud of,
now and in the future."

Researchers take scale samples and
measure rainbow trout in Bothwell's Creek,
near Owen Sound.

young typically live for two years before
moving out into the lake environment
where most of the growth takes place. Unlike the Pacific salmon which are now being
planted in Great Lakes waters, the rainbow
trout does not die after spawning for the
first time.
Mr. Dodge is carrying out his research on
the rainbow trout population of three streams
tributary to Georgian Bay in the Owen Sound
area. One of these streams, Bothwell's Creek,
maintains the only local population of the
species in Ontario known to spawn over a
period extending from December to late
spring. Rainbow normally spawn in mid-March.
Mr. Dodge says that "there is no documentation of this extended spawning season anywhere else in the world."
As a part of this research, Mr. Dodge and
helpers count rainbow trout entering and
leaving the stream. From these counts an
analysis of the production, mortality, and
population dynamics of the species can be
ascertained. Weight measurements and scales
are taken from all fish which are then tagged
for later identification and then returned
to the water. The previous life history of
the fish can be determined from an examination of the scales.
Experimental plantings of tagged rainbow trout smolts (young fish) will be made
shortly in order to better understand migration patterns, homing tendencies, survival
rates, and numbers ultimately recovered by
fisherman.
Working hand in hand with the Ontario
Department of Lands and Forests, both
at the Head Office and Local level, Mr.
Dodge is involved in two contemporary problems facing Ontario fisheries — the sea
Lamprey and pollution.

Scars observed on the rainbow trout indicate the frequency of attacks by the lamprey.
I've seen fish with up to 10 lamprey scars
or open sores on them," says Mr. Dodge,
"however the rainbow trout seems to have
survived the lamprey invasion of the Great
Lakes much better than the lake trout
which virtually disappeared from southeastern Georgian Bay."
The incidence of lamprey scarring on
rainbow trout has been increasing but chemical control of the parasite by the Federal
Department of Fisheries should soon reverse the local situation.
A second problem affecting fisheries is
very much in the news today: that of
pollution.
"However," says Mr. Dodge, "the three
streams under study are relatively free of
chemical and other pollutants which could
prevent the return of parent fish to the
streams, affect reproduction, or kill the
fish directly. "
Mr. Dodge keeps a close check on water
quality through regular water analyses.
An interesting sideline to the research,
not contemplated when the study began
over a decade ago, is the relationship
between the rainbow trout and the Coho
and Kokanee salmon currently being planted in Great Lake waters by the Governments
of both Ontario and the neighboring United
States.
What has been learned from the research
so far?
"Many things," says Mr. Dodge, "because
we knew so little about the rainbow trout
in the Great Lakes basin before the study was
started. I can say that we have found that
fishing pressure for the species could be
substantially increased without adversely
affecting the future welfare of the species."
In reviewing the rainbow research to

date, Dr. MacCrimmon emphasizes that
the purpose of this and other similar research
being undertaken is primarily the training
of graduate students capable of assuming
responsible positions in teaching, research,
or management related to the future of
our renewable natural resources.

Hydrology Seminar
A workshop seminar on Research Basins
was held at the University of Guelph last
week, as part of the International Hydrological Decade.
Launched in 1965 by the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, the purpose of the ten-year program
is to focus a concerted effort by scientists
of the world on the development of
principles which can be applied to various
aspects of the water cycle, and on the provision of education and training in hydrology.
Canada is one of more than 60 nations
participating in this international venture,
and five faculty members of the School
of Agricultural Engineering, University of
Guelph, are actively participating in the
research phase of the program.
The Canadian National Committee's selection of the University of Guelph to host
the Workshop Seminar presents an opportunity for the University to play a further
role in the I.H.D. program. It is hoped that
the undergraduate and graduate programs in
hydrology and water resources, although not
explicitly linked with the decade, might
play a part in the training of scientists and
engineers. There will be six engineering students obtaining their bachelor's degrees
this year, with some degree of specialization
in water resources. Also, there are presently
See Hydrology on page four
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Present Academic Briefs At Hearing
The place of the biological sciences at
the University of Guelph has emerged as
one, if not the main area of discussion as
the work of the special committee studying
the academic administrative organization of
the university continued last week.
This became clear at the second open
hearing of the committee at which eight
briefs were reviewed by the 15-member
Senate-appointed group, chaired by Dr. B.
C. Matthews, vice-president, academic.
Faculty members who presented summaries of briefs were Dr. Hugh Ayers, Director
of the School of Agricultural Engineering;
Dean N. R. Richards of OAC; Dean H. S.
Armstrong, graduate studies and research
and Dr. H. R. McCrimmon, representing
his colleagues in the zoology department.
Representing other groups were Bruce
Hodgins, president of the OAC Alumni Association; Paul Lindsay, president of the
OAC Students' Federation; Kenneth Pretty,
vice-president of the Ontario Institute of
Agrologists and D. M. Adams, president of
the University of Guelph Alumni Association.
In reviewing the briefs several points of
interest were raised. Dr. Ayers told the
committee his colleagues could not see
linking the engineering school with a faculty
of natural science because there would be
no apparent reciprocal benefits accruing
to the school.
Dr. Ayers explained that any significant
change in status for the school through reorganization might hurt its chances for
annual accreditation by the Association of
Professional Engineers of Ontario. He noted
that the school was hoping to get on a fiveyear accreditation program.
Dean Richards, who presented a concensus of the majority of departmental opinion
within OAC, said the committee should
try to retain the agricultural strengths on
which the university was founded.
He felt biological sciences should remain
within a new faculty of agricultural and biological sciences and that the total College
program, which In the OAC's case means 70

per cent research,should be considered.
Dean Richards said he would like to see the
diploma course converted into a school of
agricultural technology, drawing on faculty
in much the same fashion as the faculty of
graduate studies.
Both Dean Richards and Associate
OAC Dean Prof. W. E. Tossell questioned
the wisdom of making any significant academic administrative changes before a number of new programs have either been launched or been given adequate time to prove
themselves.
Dr. McCrimmon stressed the zoology department's contention that because of its
varied programs, the department should not
be linked specifically with any professionally-certified group but should be included
in a biological science faculty.
Dean Armstrong suggested that the
faculty of arts and science be retained as
a single administrative unit and that the
names of OAC, OVC and Macdonald Institute be retained because of the prestige they
hold around the world.
Mr. Lindsay said the OAC students did
not oppose a name change if it would benefit the entire university.
Mr. Hodgins noted that on the basis of
a preliminary survey of OAC alumni, it
would appear that they favoured the continuation of an agricultural "bias" on the campus particularly since it distinguished Guelph
from the other Ontario universities. Mr. Hodgins noted that the association would likely
present a further brief after the annual OAC
seminar weekend.
Mr. Pretty also stressed the agrologists'
feeling that Guelph's agricultural background
should be strengthened and that biological
sciences should remain with OAC to accomplish this end.
Mr. Adams said the university alumni
survey showed a fear that agriculture at
Guelph would be weakened in a separation
of the biological sciences from agriculture
and noted that the alumni generally favoured retention of existing college names.

Designer William Lord's model of the
set for the Prodigal Son was unveiled last
week.

Festival Nears
Opening Night
Highlight of the 1969 Guelph Spring Festival is the performance of Benjamin Britten's new opera "The Prodigal Son". Designer William Lord of the Canadian Opera Company recently unveiled his model of the
setting for this North American premiere
in the Church of Our Lady.
Lode Verstraete, who directs The Prodigal Son, has had an impressive career in his
native Belgium. He is currently first director of the National Theatre in Antwerp.
John Arab sings leading role of the Tempter. Others include Garnet Brooks as the
Son, Peter van Ginkel as Father and Maurice
Brown as Elder Brother.
Nicholas Goldschmidt, artistic Director
to the Edward Johnson Music Foundation,
directs the opera and Lloyd Bradshaw is
choral director.
The opera opens Saturday, May 3 and
continues the following Monday and Tuesday.

Society For Asian Studies Is Formed At Guelph
"Interest in Asia by Canadians has reached the point where our widespread activities need to be co-ordinated. "Dr. John Melby,
charimanof Political Studies at the University of Guelph stated this in an interview
after being elected chairman of the organizational committee for the Canadian Society of Asian Studies.
Dr. Melby went on to say that the 100people from across Canada attending a
founding meeting at the University of
Guelph last weekend voted unamiously
that a Canadian Society for Asian Studies
be formed. He went on to say, "the fact

that Canada is about to start conversations
with China on matters of mutual interest
is only one indication of the growing importance of Asia to all Canadians.
The objective of the new Society will be
to foster Asian studies and increase public
knowledge and understanding of Asia in
Canada, Dr. Melby pointed out. "All persons who support our objectives are welcome to join," he added.
Besides Dr. Melby the interim committee
is composed of Prof. John Howes, Asian
Studies Centre, University of British Columbia; Prof. H. K. Khanh, Dept. of Political

Science, University of Western Ontario;
Prof. Martin Deming Lewis, Dean of Graduate School of Arts and Science, Sir George
Williams University and Mr. Richard Weiss,
Graduate student in Asian Studies, University of Toronto.
*

The News Bulletin is published by
the Department of Information and
edited by Mrs. Betty Keeling, Copy
for the next edition must reach the
editor, Room 361, McLaughlin Library, not later than Friday, Apr. 25.

******* ** ******* *** ******* *** *****
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NEXT WEEK AT GUELPH
FRIDAY, APRIL 25
Seminar

Seminar

Macdonald Institute Alumnae Seminar. Topic: "Focus on the Family and
Consumer Studies" — continues Saturday, April 26.
OAC Alumni Seminar — continues Saturday, April 26.

RESEARCH AWARDS RECEIVED BY
MACDONALD INSTITUTE FACULTY
MEMBERS FOR 1969-70
Department of Foods and Nutrition
J. E. Miles
National Research Council - $2,000
J. M. Wardlaw
Public Health Research Grant - $3,695

SATURDAY, APRIL 26
Department of Textiles, Clothing & Design
Dance

College Women's Club in Physical Education Building. Reception 6:30 p.m.
Dinner 7:30 p.m. Fare $4.50 per person. Frank Beghetto & his orchestra.
SUNDAY, APRIL 27

Film

India Students' Association presents Hindi movie Do Badan in Eastman
color with English subtitles. 2 p.m. in War Memorial Hall.

Masses

Folk Mass in War Memorial Hall Lounge at 10:30 a.m.
PARKING

TUESDAY, APRIL 29
Lecture

Learning for Living Series on Excursions in Philosophy. " Contemporary
Theology: The Death of God" Speaker: R. McMurray. 8th Floor Lounge,
Arts Building 8 p.m. Fee for each lecture 75 cents.
THURSDAY, MAY I

Luncheon

H. R. Richards
National Research Council - $7,500
Defence Research Board - $6,685
Defence Research Board - $8,600
K. Slater
National Research Council - $5,000
National Research Council - $8,700
Defence Research Board - $6,000

A "May Day" Luncheon will be held at Chalmers Church, May I
from 12:00 to 1:00 and 1:00 to 2:00. Admittance is by ticket only. The
luncheon is being held in conjunction with the Guelph Spring Festival's
Jon Vickers recital. Ticket price is $1.25. For more information call Mrs.
T. Evans at 822-6064.

Due to the large number of visitors expected on Campus to attend the Federated
Women's Institute of Ontario, it will be necessary to reserve the Visitors Parking Lot
at the Textiles Building all day on Tuesday,
April 29th; Wednesday, April 30th; and
Thursday, May 1st.
The inconvenience to regular users is
regretted. Alternative parking may be found
at the parking lot beside the Physical Education building, the large temporary lot beside the Physical Education building, or the
Paddock lot beside the Soils building.

GEOMORPHOLOGY SYMPOSIUM
OUTSTANDING SUCCESS

Edmund Cole
Assistant Chief Education Officer in Sierra Leone, West Africa, was
on campus last week. Mr. Cole was brought to the University of Geulph by the local CUSO
Association. Forty-two CUSO volunteers are now in Sierra Leone; 36 of these are teaching.
With Mr. Cole in the photo are Lyn Taylor, Assistant West African CUSO coordinator, and
Ian White, Career Planning and Placement Officer.

FACULTY ACTIVITIES

The Geomorphology Symposium sponsored by the Department of Geography
has been hailed as an outstanding success.
It was the first such Symposium in Canada,
and attracted some 75 professional Geomorphologists and 40 Graduate Students.
Participants came from as far east as St.
John's Newfoundland and as far west as
Calgary. Numerous delegates expressed
their appreciation for the opportunity to
participate in such a symposium, and their
admiration for the developments, both
physical and academic, that have taken
place on this campus during the last four
years.
Hydrology continued from page two

PUBLICATIONS

Dr. D. M. Irvine, Food Science, was elected
Secretary-Treasurer of the Variety Cheese
Manufacturers Association of Ontario at
the inaugural meeting in Guelph. The Association represents twenty-five Companies
manufacturing specialty type cheeses.

Graham, T.O., J. H. Lane, and J. G. Metcalf. 1968. Changing Pattern in the Breeding
Programme at Guelph as Necessitated by
the Presence of Open-type Vines with Exposed Fruit. Proc. Can. Soc. Hort. Sci.
8:19-39.

David J. Piggins, Psychology, recently
gave a seminar on "Stabilized Retinal
Images" at the Department of Psychology,
York University.

Graham, T. 0. and R. E. Harris. 1969. A
new type of earliness found in stocks from
Beaverlodge. Report of Tomato Genetics
Co-operative 19:11.

ten graduate students in the hydrology program.
Professor H. D. Ayers, Director of the
School of Agricultural Engineering, was one
of the initiators of basin studies in Canada
in the early 1950's, and he chaired the Canadian Hydrology Symposium regarding Research Watersheds, held in Guelph in 1964.
About 40 scientists from Canadian universities and federal and provincial government agencies attended the program which
concluded Thursday.

